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ABSTRACT
Modern On-Line Data Intensive (OLDI) applications have evolved from monolithic systems to instead comprise numerous, distributed microservices interacting via Remote Procedure Calls (RPCs). Microservices face sub-millisecond (sub-ms) RPC latency goals, much tighter than their monolithic counterparts that must meet ≥ 100 ms latency targets. Sub-ms-scale threading and concurrency design effects that were once insignificant for such monolithic services can now come to dominate in the sub-ms-scale microservice regime. We investigate how threading design critically impacts microservice tail latency by developing a taxonomy of threading models—a structured understanding of the implications of how microservices manage concurrency and interact with RPC interfaces under wide-ranging loads. We develop \( \mu \text{Tune} \), a system that has two features: (1) a novel framework that abstracts threading model implementation from application code, and (2) an automatic load adaptation system that curtails microservice tail latency by exploiting inherent latency trade-offs revealed in our taxonomy to transition among threading models. We study \( \mu \text{Tune} \) in the context of four OLDI applications to demonstrate up to 1.9× tail latency improvement over static threading choices and state-of-the-art adaptation techniques.

1 Introduction
On-Line Data Intensive (OLDI) applications, such as web search, advertising, and online retail, form a major fraction of data center applications [113]. Meeting soft real-time deadlines in the form of Service Level Objectives (SLOs) determines end-user experience [21, 46, 55, 95] and is of paramount importance. Whereas OLDI applications once had largely monolithic software architectures [50], modern OLDI applications comprise numerous, distributed microservices [66, 90, 116] like HTTP connection termination, key-value serving [72], query rewriting [48], click tracking, access-control management, protocol routing [25], etc. Several companies, such as Amazon [6], Netflix [1], Gilt [37], LinkedIn [17], and SoundCloud [9], have adopted microservice architectures to improve OLDI development and scalability [144]. These microservices are composed via standardized Remote Procedure Call (RPC) interfaces, such as Google’s Stubby and gRPC [18] or Facebook/Apache’s Thrift [14].

Whereas monolithic applications face ≥ 100 ms tail (99th+%) latency SLOs (e.g., ~300 ms for web search [126, 133, 142, 150]), microservices must often achieve sub-ms (e.g., ~100 \( \mu \text{s} \) for protocol routing [151]) tail latencies as many microservices must be invoked serially to serve a user’s query. For example, a Facebook news feed service [79] query may flow through a serial pipeline of many microservices, such as (1) \( \Sigma \) [15]: a spam filter, (2) McRouter [118]: a protocol router, (3) Tao [56]: a distributed social graph data store, (4) HyRocks [29]: a user database, etc., thereby placing tight sub-ms latency SLOs on individual microservices. We expect continued growth in OLDI data sets and applications to require composition of ever more microservices with increasingly complex interactions. Hence, the pressure for better microservice latency SLOs continually mounts.

Threading and concurrency design have been shown to critically affect OLDI response latency [76, 148]. But, prior works [71] focus on monolithic services, which typically have ≥ 100 ms tail SLOs [111]. Hence, sub-ms–scale OS and network overheads (e.g., a context switch cost of 5-20 \( \mu \text{s} \) [101, 141]) are often insignificant for monolithic services. However, sub-ms–scale microservices differ intrinsically: spurious context switches, network/RPC protocol delays, inept thread wakeups, or lock contention can dominate microservice latency distributions [39]. For example, even a single 20\( \mu \text{s} \) spurious context switch implies a 20% latency penalty for a request to a 100 \( \mu \text{s} \) SLO protocol routing microservice [151]. Hence, prior conclusions must be revisited for the microservice regime [49].

In this paper, we study how threading design affects mi-
We examine synchronous or asynchronous RPCs, in-line (1) it acts as both an RPC client and an RPC server, (2) it services adopted from microservices that accept service-specific RPC queries, fan them out to leaf microservers that perform relevant computations on their respective data shards, and then return results to be integrated by the mid-tier microserver, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The mid-tier microserver is a particularly interesting object of study since (1) it acts as both an RPC client and an RPC server, (2) it must manage fan-out of a single incoming query to many leaf microservers, and (3) its computation typically takes tens of microseconds, about as long as OS, networking, and RPC overheads.

We investigate threading models for mid-tier microservices. Our results show that the best threading model depends critically on the offered load. For example, at low loads, models that poll for network traffic perform best, as they avoid expensive OS thread wakeups. Conversely, at high loads, models that separate network polling from RPC execution enable higher service capacity and blocking outperforms polling for incoming network traffic as it avoids wasting precious CPU on fruitless poll loops.

We find that the relationship between optimal threading model and service load is complex—one could not expect a developer to pick the best threading model a priori. So, we build an intelligent system that uses offline profiling to automatically adapt to time-varying service load.

µTune’s second feature is an adaptation system that determines load via event-based load monitoring and tunes both the threading model (polling vs. blocking network reception; inline vs. dispatched RPC execution) and thread pool sizes in response to load changes. µTune improves tail latency by up to 1.9× over static peak load-sustaining threading models and state-of-the-art adaptation techniques, with < 5% mean latency and instruction overhead. Hence, µTune can be used to dynamically curtail sub-ms-scale OS/network overheads that dominate in modern microservices.

In summary, we contribute:

• A taxonomy of threading models: A structured understanding of microservice threading models and their implications on performance.
• µTune’s framework 1 for developing microservices, which supports a wide variety of threading models.
• µTune’s load adaptation system for tuning threading models and thread pools under varying loads.
• A detailed performance study of OLDI services’ key tier built with µTune: the mid-tier microserver.

2 Motivation

We motivate the need for a threading taxonomy and adaptation systems that respond rapidly to wide-ranging loads.

Many prior works have studied leaf servers [63, 107, 108, 123, 142, 143], as they are typically most numerous, making them cost-critical. Mid-tier servers [68, 98], which manage both incoming and outgoing RPCs to many clients and leaves, perhaps face greater tail latency optimization challenges, but have not been similarly scrutinized. Their network fan-out multiplies underlying software stack interactions. Hence, performance and scalability depend critically on mid-tier threading model design.

Expert developers extensively tune critical OLDI services via trial-and-error or experience-based intuition [84]. Few services can afford such effort; for the rest, we must appeal to software frameworks and automatic adaptation to improve performance. µTune aims to empower small teams to develop performant mid-tier microservices that meet latency goals without enormous tuning efforts.

The need for a threading model taxonomy. We develop a structured understanding of rational design options for architecting microservices’ OS/network interactions in the form of a taxonomy of threading models. We

1Available at https://github.com/wenischlab/MicroTune
study these models’ latency effects under diverse loads to offer guidance on when certain models perform best.

Prior works [69,83,84,146,148] broadly classify monolithic services as: thread-per-request synchronous or event-driven asynchronous. We note threading design space dimensions beyond these coarse-grain designs. We build on prior works’ insights, such as varying parallelism to reduce tail latency [76], to consider a more diverse taxonomy and spot sub-ms performance concerns.

The need for automatic load adaptation. Subtle changes in a microservice’s OS interaction (e.g., how it accepts incoming RPCs) can cause large tail latency differences. For example, Fig. 2 depicts the 99th percentile tail latency for a sample RPC handled by an example mid-tier microservice as a function of load. We use a mid-tier microserver with 36 physical cores that dispatches requests received from the front-end to a group of worker threads which then invoke synchronous calls to the leaves. The yellow line is the tail latency when we dedicate a thread to poll for incoming network traffic in a CPU-unyielding spin loop. The blue line blocks on the OS socket interface awaiting work to the same RPC handler. We see a stark load-based performance inflection even for these simple designs. At low load, a poll-based model gains 1.35x latency as it avoids OS thread wakeups. Conversely, at high load, fruitless poll loops waste precious CPU that might handle RPCs. The poll-based model becomes saturated, with arrivals exceeding service capacity and unbounded latency growth. Blocking-based models conserve CPU and are more scalable.

We assert that such design trade-offs are not obvious: no single threading model is optimal at all loads, and even expert developers have difficulty making good choices. Moreover, most software adopts a threading model at design time and offers no provision to vary it at runtime.

A microservice framework. Instead, we propose a novel microservice framework in \( \mu \text{Tune} \) that abstracts threading design from the RPC handlers. The \( \mu \text{Tune} \) system adapts to load by choosing optimal threading models and thread pool sizes dynamically to reduce tail latency.

\( \mu \text{Tune} \) aims to allow a microservice to be built once and be scalable across wide-ranging loads. Many OLDD services experience drastic diurnal load variations [79]. Others may face “flash crowds” that cause sudden load spikes (e.g., intense traffic after a major news event). New OLDD services may encounter explosive customer growth that surpasses capacity planning (e.g., the meteoric launch of Pokemon Go [31]). Supporting load scalability over many orders of magnitude in a single framework facilitates rapid scale-up of a popular new service.

3 A Taxonomy of Threading Models

A threading model is a software system design choice that governs how responsibility for key application functionality will be divided among threads and how the application will achieve request concurrency. Threading models critically impact the service’s throughput, latency, scalability, and programmability. We characterize preemptive instead of co-operative (e.g., node.js [140]) threading models.

3.1 Key dimensions

We identify three threading model dimensions and discuss their programmability and performance implications.

Synchronous vs. asynchronous communication. Prior works have identified synchronous vs. asynchronous communication as a key design choice in monolithic OLDD services [69,83,84,146,148]. Synchronous models map a request to a single thread throughout its lifetime. Request state is implicitly tracked via the thread’s PC and stack—programmers simply maintain request state in automatic variables. Threads use blocking I/O to await responses from storage or leaf nodes. In contrast, asynchronous models are event-based—programmers explicitly define state machines for a request’s progress [83]. Any ready thread may progress a request upon event reception; threads and requests are not associated.

Programmability: Synchronous models are typically easier to program, as they entail writing straight-forward code without worrying about elusive concurrency-related subtleties. Conversely, asynchronous models require explicit reasoning about request state, synchronization, and races. Ensuing code is often characterized as “spaghetti”—control flow is obscured by callbacks, continuations, futures, promises, and other sophisticated paradigms. Due to this vast programmability gap, we spent three weeks implementing synchronous and four months for asynchronous models.

Performance: As synchronous models await leaf responses before progressing new requests, they face request/response queuing delays, producing worse response latencies and throughput than asynchronous [69,114,146]. Adding more synchronous threads can allay queuing, but
can induce secondary bottlenecks, such as cache pollution, lock contention, and scheduling/thread wakeup delays.

Synchronous apps: Azure SQL [5], Google Cloud SQL’s Redmine [10, 100], MongoDB replication [28]

Asynchronous apps: Apache [3], Azure blob storage [27], Redis replication [34], Server-Side Mashup [105], CORBA Model, Aerospike [2]

In-line vs. dispatch-based RPC processing. In in-line models, a single thread manages the entire RPC lifetime, from the point where it is accepted from the RPC library until its response is returned. Dispatch-based models separate responsibilities between network threads, which accept new requests from the underlying RPC interface, and worker threads, which execute RPC handlers.

Programmability: In-line models are simple; thread pools block/poll on the RPC arrival queue and execute an RPC completely before receiving another. Dispatch models are more complex; RPCs are explicitly passed from network to worker threads via thread-safe queues.

Performance: In-line models avoid the explicit state hand-off and thread-hop to pass work from network to worker threads. Hence, they are efficient at low loads and for short requests, where dispatch overheads dominate service times. But, if a single thread cannot sustain the service load, multiple threads contending to accept work typically outweighs hand-off costs, which can be carefully honed. In-line models are prone to high queuing, as each thread processes whichever request it receives. In contrast, dispatched models can explicitly prioritize requests.

In-line apps: Redis [41, 58], MapReduce workers [64]

Apps that dispatch: IBM’s WebSphere for z/OS [22, 81], Oracle’s EDT image search [20], Mule ESB [12], Malwarebytes [19], Celery for RabbitMQ and Redis [11], Resque [35] and RQ [36] Redis queues, NetCDF [74]

Block- vs. poll-based RPC reception. While the synchronous and in-line dimensions address outgoing RPCs, the block vs. poll dimension concerns incoming RPCs. In block-based models, threads await new work via blocking system calls, yielding CPU if no work is available. Threads block on I/O interfaces (e.g., read() or epoll() system calls) awaiting work. In poll-based models, a thread spins in a loop, continuously looking for new work.

Performance: The poll vs. block trade-off is intrinsic: polling reduces latency, while blocking frees a waiting CPU to perform other work. Polling incurs lower latency as it avoids OS thread wakesups [106] to which blocking is prone. But, polling wastes CPU time in fruitless poll loops, especially at low loads. Yet, many latency-sensitive services opt to poll [34], perhaps solely to avoid unexpected hardware or OS actions, such as a slow transition to a low-power mode [51]. Many polling threads can contend to cause pathologically poor performance [88].

Apps that block: Redis BLPOP [7]

Apps that poll: Intel’s DPDK Poll Driver [32], Redis replication [34], Redis LPOP [24], DoS attacks and defenses [117, 125, 132], GCP Health Checker [38]

These three dimensions lead to eight mid-tier threading models. We also vary thread pool sizes for these models.

3.2 Synchronous models

In synchronous models, we create maximally sized thread pools on start-up and then “park” extraneous threads on condition variables, to rapidly supply threads as needed without pthread_create() call overheads. To simplify our figures, we omit parked threads from them.

The main thread handling each RPC uses fork-join parallelism to fan concurrent requests out to many leaves. The main thread wakes a parked thread to issue each outgoing RPC, blocking on its reply. As replies arrive, these threads decrement a shared atomic counter before parking on a condition variable to track the last reply. The last reply signals the main thread to execute the continuation that merges leaf results and responds to the client.

We next detail each synchronous model with respect to a single RPC execution. For simplicity, our figures show a three-tier service with a single client, mid-tier, and leaf.

Synchronous In-line Block (SIB). This model is the simplest, having only a single thread pool (Fig. 3(a)). In-line threads block on network sockets awaiting work, and then execute a received RPC to completion, signalling parked threads for outgoing RPCs as needed. The thread pool must grow with higher load.

Synchronous In-line Poll (SIP). SIP differs from SIB in that threads poll for new work using non-blocking APIs (Fig. 3(a)). SIP avoids blocked thread wakesups when work arrives, but, each in-line thread fully utilizes a CPU.

Synchronous Dispatch Block (SDB). SDB comprises two thread pools (Fig. 3(b)). The network threads block on socket APIs awaiting new work. But, rather than executing the RPC, they dispatch the RPC to a worker thread pool by using producer-consumer task-queues and signalling condition variables. Workers pull requests from task queues, and then process them much like the prior in-line threads (i.e., forking for fan-out and issuing syn-
chronous leaf requests). A worker sends the RPC reply to the front-end, before blocking on the condition variable to await new work. Both network and worker pool sizes are variable. Concurrency is limited by the worker pool size. Typically, a single network thread is sufficient.

SDB restricts incoming socket interactions to the network threads, which improves locality; RPC and OS interface data structures do not migrate among threads.

**Synchronous Dispatch Poll (SDP).** In SDP, network threads poll on front-end sockets for new work (Fig. 3(b)).

### 3.3 Asynchronous models

Asynchronous models differ from synchronous in that they do not tie an execution thread to a specific RPC—all RPC state is explicit. Such models are event-based—an event, such as a leaf request completion, arrives on any thread and is matched to its parent RPC using shared data structures. So, any thread may progress any RPC through its next execution stage. This approach requires drastically fewer thread switches during an RPC lifetime. For example, leaf request fan-outs require a simple for loop, instead of a complex fork-and-wait.

To aid non-blocking calls to both leaves and front-end servers, we add another thread pool that exclusively handles leaf server responses—the response thread pool.

**Asynchronous In-line Block (AIB).** AIB (Fig. 4(a)) uses in-line threads to handle incoming front-end requests, and response threads to execute leaf responses. Both thread pools block on their respective sockets awaiting new work. An in-line thread initializes a data structure for an RPC, records the number of leaf responses it expects, records a functor for the continuation to execute when the last response returns, and then fans leaf requests out in a simple for loop. Responses arrive (potentially concurrently) on response threads, which record their results in the RPC data structure and count down until the last response arrives. The final response invokes the continuation to merge responses and complete the RPC.

**Asynchronous In-line Poll (AIP).** In AIP, in-line and response threads poll their respective sockets (Fig. 4(a)).

**Asynchronous Dispatch Block (ADB).** In ADB, dispatch enables network thread concentration, improving locality and socket contention (Fig. 4(b)). Like SDB, network and worker threads accept and execute RPCs, respectively. Response threads count-down and merge leaf responses. We do not explicitly dispatch responses, as all but the last response thread do negligible work (stashing a response packet and decrementing a counter). All three thread pools vary in size. Typically, one network thread is sufficient, while the other pools must scale with load.

**Asynchronous Dispatch Poll (ADP).** Network and response threads poll for new work (Fig. 4(b)).

### 4 µTune: System Design

µTune has two features: (a) an implementation of all eight threading models, abstracting RPC (OS/network interactions) within the framework (Fig. 5(a)); and (b) an adaptation system that judiciously tunes threading models under changing load (Fig. 5(b)). µTune’s system design challenges include (1) offering a simple interface that abstracts threading from service code, (2) quick load shift detection for efficient dynamic adaptation, (3) adept threading models switches, and (4) sizing thread pools without thread creation, deletion, or management overheads. We discuss how µTune’s design meets these challenges.

**Framework.** µTune abstracts the threading model boiler-plate code from service-specific RPC implementation details, wrapping the underlying RPC API. µTune enables characterizing the pros and cons of each model.

µTune offers a simple abstraction where service-specific code must implement RPC execution interfaces. For synchronous modes, the service must supply a `ProcessRequest()` method per RPC. `ProcessRequest()` is invoked in-line or worker threads. This method pre-
parses a concurrent outgoing leaf RPC batch and passes it to `InvokeLeaf()`, which fans it out to leaf nodes. `InvokeLeaf()` returns to `ProcessRequest()` after receiving all leaf replies. The `ProcessRequest()` continuation merges replies and forms a response to the client.

For asynchronous modes, `µTune`'s interface is slightly more complex. Again, the service must supply `ProcessRequest()`, but it must explicitly represent RPC state in a shared data structure. `ProcessRequest()` may make one/more calls to `InvokeLeafAsync()`. These calls are passed an outgoing RPC batch, a tag identifying the parent RPC, and a `FinalizeResponse()` callback. The tags enable request-response matching. The last arriving response thread invokes `FinalizeResponse()`, which may access the RPC data structure and response protocol buffers from each leaf. A developer must ensure thread-safety. `FinalizeResponse()` may be invoked any time after `InvokeLeafAsync()`, and may be concurrent with `ProcessRequest()`. Reasoning about races is the key challenge of asynchronous RPC implementation.

**Automatic load adaptation.** A key feature of `µTune` is its ability to automatically select among threading models in response to load, thereby relieving developers of the burden of selecting a threading model a priori.

Synchronous vs. asynchronous microservices have a major programmability gap. Although `µTune`'s framework hides some complexity, it is not possible to switch automatically and dynamically between synchronous and asynchronous modes, as their API and application code requirements necessarily differ. If an asynchronous implementation is available, it will outperform its synchronous counterpart. So, we build `µTune`'s adaption separately for synchronous and asynchronous models.

`µTune` picks the latency-optimal model among the four options (in-line vs. dispatch; block vs. poll) and tunes thread pool sizes dynamically with load. `µTune` aims to curtail 99th% tail latency. It monitors service load and (a) picks a latency-optimal threading model, then (b) scales thread pools by parking/unparking threads. Both adaptations use profiles generated during an offline training phase. We describe the training and adaptation steps shown in Fig. 5(b).

**Training phase.** (1) During offline characterization, we use a synthetic load generator to drive specific load levels for sustained intervals. During these intervals, we vary threading model and thread pool sizes and observe 99th% tail latencies. The load generator then ramps load incrementally, and we re-characterize at each load step. (2) `µTune` then builds a piece-wise linear model relating offered load to observed tail latency at each load level.

**Runtime adaptation.** (1) `µTune` uses event-based windowing to monitor loads offered to the mid-tier at runtime. (2) `µTune` records each request’s arrival timestamp in a circular buffer. (3) It then estimates the inter-arrival rate by using the circular buffer’s size, and youngest and oldest recorded timestamps. The adaptation system’s responsiveness can be tuned by adjusting the circular buffer’s size. Careful buffer size tuning can ensure quick, efficient adaptation by avoiding oscillations triggered by outliers. Event-based monitoring can quickly detect precipitous load increases. (4) The inter-arrival rate estimate is then fed as input to the switching logic that interpolates within the piece-wise linear model to estimate tail latency for each configuration under each model and thread pool size. (5) `µTune` then transitions to the predicted lowest latency threading model. `µTune` transitions by “parking” the current threading model and “unparking” the newly selected model using its framework abstraction and condition variable signaling, to (a) alternate between poll/block socket reception, (b) process requests in-line or via predefined task queues that dispatch requests to workers, or (c) park/unpark various thread pools’ threads to handle new requests. Successive asynchronous requests invoke the (6) `ProcessRequest()`, (7) `InvokeLeafAsync()`, and (10) `FinalizeResponse()` pipeline as dictated by the new threading model. In-flight requests during transitions are handled by the earlier model.

5 Implementation

**Framework.** `µTune` builds upon Google’s open-source gRPC [18] library, which uses `protocol buffers` [33]—a language-independent interface definition language and wire format—to exchange RPCs. `µTune`’s mid-tier framework uses gRPC’s C++ APIs: (1) `Next()` and `AsyncNext()` with a zero second timeout are used to respectively block or poll for client requests, (2) `RPCName()` and `AsyncRPCName()` are called via gRPC’s stub object to send requests to leaves. `µTune`’s asynchronous models explicitly track request state using finite state machines. Asynchronous models’ response threads call `Next()` or `AsyncNext()` for block- or poll-based receive.

`µTune` uses `AsyncRPCName()` to handle asynchronous clients. For synchronous `µTune`, leaves must use `gRPC`’s `Next()` APIs to accept requests through explicitly managed completion queues; for synchronous, the leaves can use underlying synchronous gRPC abstractions.

Using `µTune`’s framework to build a new microservice is simple, as only a few service specific functions must be defined. We took ~2 days for each service in Sec. 6.

**Automatic load adaptation.** We construct the piece-wise linear model of tail latency by averaging five 30s measurements of each threading model-thread pool pair at varying loads. `µTune`’s load detection relies on a thread-safe circular buffer built using scoped locks and condition variables. The circular buffer capacity is tuned to quickly detect load transients while avoiding oscillation. We use a 5-entry circular buffer in all experiments. `µTune`’s switching logic uses C++ atomics and condition variables to
switch among threading models seamlessly. $\mu$Tune’s adaptation code spans 2371 LOC of C++.

6 Experimental Setup
We characterize threading models in the context of four information retrieval OLDI applications’ mid-tier and leaf microservices adopted from $\mu$Suite [134].

**HDSearch.** HDSearch performs content-based image similarity search by matching nearest neighbors (NN) in a high-dimensional feature space. It serves a 500K image corpus from Google’s Open Images data set [30]. Each image is indexed via a 2048-dimensional feature vector created using Google’s Inception V3 model [136] implemented in TensorFlow [42]. HDSearch locates response images whose feature vectors are near the query’s [65, 96].

**Mid-tier microservice.** Modern k-NN libraries use indexing structures, such as Locality-Sensitive Hash (LSH) tables, kd-trees, or k-means, to reduce exponentially the search space relative to brute-force linear search [44, 52, 75, 85, 110, 129, 137–139]. HDSearch’s mid-tier uses LSH (an accurate and fast algorithm [45, 62, 67, 131]) via an open-source k-NN library called Fast Library for Approximate Nearest Neighbors (FLANN) [115]. The mid-tier’s LSH tables store (leaf-server, point id) tuples indicating feature vectors in the leaf’s data shards. While executing RPCs, the mid-tier probes its in-memory LSH tables to gather potential NNs. It then sends RPCs with potential NN point IDs to the leaves. Leaves compute distances to return a distance-sorted list. The mid-tier merges leaf responses to return the k-NN across all shards.

**Leaf microservice.** The leaf’s distance computations are embarrassingly parallel, and can be accelerated with SIMD, multi-threading, and distributed computing [65]. We employ all techniques. We distribute distance computations over multiple leaves until the distance computation time and network communication overheads are roughly balanced. Hence, the mid-tier’s latency, and its ability to fan out RPCs quickly, becomes critical: the mid-tier microservice and network overheads limit the leaf microservice’s scalability. Leaves compare query feature vectors against point lists received from the mid-tier using the high-accuracy Euclidean distance metric [75].

**Router.** Router performs replication-based protocol routing for scaling fault-tolerant key-value stores. Queries are get or set requests. Gets contain keys, and return the corresponding value. Sets contain key-value pairs, and return a set completion acknowledgement. Get and set query distributions mimic YCSB’s Workload A [59] (1:1 ratio). Queries are from a “Twitter” data set [71].

**Mid-tier microservice.** The mid-tier uses SpookyHash [8] to distribute keys uniformly across leaf microservers and route get and set queries. Router replicates data for better availability, allowing the same data to reside on several leaves. The mid-tier routes gets to all replicas and distributes gets among replicas. The mid-tier merges leaf responses and sends them to the client.

**Leaf microservice.** The leaf microserver builds a gRPC-based communication wrapper around a memcached [72] instance, exporting get and set RPCs.

**Set Algebra.** Set Algebra performs document search by intersecting posting lists. It searches a corpus of 4.3 million WikiText documents in Wikipedia [40] sharded uniformly across leaf microservers, to identify documents containing all search terms. Leaf microservers index posting lists for each term in their shard of the document corpus. Stop words determined by collection frequency [149] are excluded from the term index to reduce leaf computation. Search queries (typically a series of ≤10 words [4]) are synthetically generated based on the probability of word occurrences in Wikipedia [40].

**Mid-tier microservice.** The mid-tier forwards client queries containing search terms to the leaf microservers, which then return intersected posting lists to the mid-tier for their respective shards. The mid-tier aggregates the per-shard posting lists and returns their union to the client.

**Leaf microservice.** Leaves look up posting lists for all search terms and then intersect the sorted lists. The resulting intersection is returned to the mid-tier.

**Recommend.** Recommend is a recommendation service that performs user-based collaborative filtering on a data set of 10K {user, item, rating} tuples—derived from the MovieLens movie recommendation data set [78]—to predict a user’s rating for an item. The data set is sharded equally among leaves. Recommend uses a fast, flexible open-source ML library called mlpack [60] to perform collaborative filtering using matrix decomposition.

**Mid-tier microservice.** The mid-tier gets {user, item} query pairs and forwards them to the leaves. Item ratings sent by the leaves are averaged and sent to the client.

**Leaf microservice.** Leaves perform collaborative filtering on a pre-composed matrix of {user, item, rating} tuples. Rating predictions are then sent to the mid-tier.

We use a load generator that mimics many clients to send queries to each mid-tier microservice under controlled load scenarios. It operates in a closed-loop mode while measuring peak sustainable throughput. We measure end-to-end (across all microservices) 99th% latency by operating the load generator in open-loop mode with Poisson inter-arrivals [57]. The load generator runs on separate hardware and we validated that the load generator and network bandwidth are not performance bottlenecks.

Our distributed system has a load generator, a mid-tier microservice, and (1) four-way sharded leaf microservice for HDSearch, Set Algebra, and Recommend and (2) 16-way sharded leaf microservice with three replicas for Router. The hardware configuration of our measurement setup is in Table 1. The leaf microservers run within
Linux tasks\textsuperscript{t} sets limiting them to 20 logical cores for HDSearch, Set Algebra, and Recommend and 5 logical cores for Router. Each microservice runs on a dedicated machine. The mid-tier is not CPU bound; saturation throughput is limited by leaf server CPU.

To test the effectiveness of \textit{\muTune}'s load adaptation system and measure its responsiveness to load changes, we construct the following load generator scenarios. (1) \textit{Load ramp}: We increase offered load in discrete 30s steps from 20 Queries Per Second (QPS) up to a microservice-specific near-saturation load. (2) \textit{Flash crowd}: We increase load suddenly from 100 QPS to 8K/13K QPS. In addition to performance metrics measured by our load generator, we also report OS and microarchitectural statistics. We use Linux’s \texttt{perf} utility to profile the number of cache misses and context switches incurred by the mid-tier microservice. We use Intel’s HITM (hit-Modified) PEBS coherence event to detect true sharing of cache lines; an increase in HITM events indicates a corresponding increase in lock contention \cite{109}. We measure thread wakeup delays (reported as latency histograms) using the BPF run queue (scheduler) latency tool \cite{23}.

### 7 Evaluation

We first characterize our threading models. We then compare \textit{\muTune} to state-of-the-art adaptation systems.

#### 7.1 Threading model characterization

We explore microservice threading models by first comparing synchronous vs. asynchronous performance. We then separately explore trade-offs among the synchronous and asynchronous models to report how the latency-optional threading model varies with load.

##### 7.1.1 Synchronous vs. Asynchronous

The synchronous vs. asynchronous trade-off is one of programmability vs. performance. It would be unusual for a development team to construct both microservice designs; if the team invests in the asynchronous design, it will almost certainly be more performant. Still, our performance study serves to quantify this gap.

**Saturation throughput.** We record saturation throughput for the “best” threading model at saturation (SDB/ADB). In Fig. 6, we see that the greater asynchronous efficiency improves saturation throughput for \textit{\muTune}'s asynchronous models, a 42% mean throughput boost across all services. But, we spent 5× more effort to build, debug, and tune the asynchronous models.

**Tail latency.** Latency cannot meaningfully be measured at saturation, as the offered load is unsustainable and queuing delays grow unbounded. So, we compare tail latencies at load levels from 64 QPS up to synchronous saturation. In Fig. 7, we show the best sync-to-async ratio of 99\% tail latency across all threading models and thread pool sizes at each load level; we study inter-model latencies later. We find asynchronous models improve tail latency up to ∼1.3× (mean of ∼1.12×) over synchronous models (for loads that synchronous models can sustain; i.e., ≤8K). This substantial tail latency gap arises because asynchronous models prevent long queuing delays.

##### 7.1.2 Synchronous models

We study the tail latency vs. load trade-off for services built with \textit{\muTune}'s synchronous models. We show a cross-product of the threading taxonomy across loads for HDSearch in Fig. 8. Each data point is the best 99\% tail latency for that threading model and load based on an exhaustive thread pool size search. Points above the dashed line indicate the tail latency of the asynchronous models is faster by a mean 12\% at sync.-achievable loads & infinitely faster at high loads.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processor</th>
<th>Intel Xeon E5-2699 v3 “Haswell”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clock frequency</td>
<td>2.30 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cores / HW threads</td>
<td>36 / 72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAM</td>
<td>500 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>10Gbit/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux kernel version</td>
<td>3.19.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 6: Sync. vs. async. saturation throughput: async. does better by a mean 42%.

![Figure 7: Best sync:async tail latency ratio: async. is faster by a mean 12% at sync.-achievable loads & infinitely faster at high loads.](image-url)
line are in saturation, where tail latencies are very high and meaningless. The table reports the same graph data with each load latency normalized to the best latency for that load, which is highlighted in blue. We omit graphs for other applications as they match the HDSearch trends.

We make the following observations:

**SDB enables highest load.** SDB, with a single network thread and a large worker pool of 50 threads is the only model that sustains peak loads (≥ 10K QPS). SDB is best at high loads as (1) its worker pool has enough concurrency so that leaf microservers, rather than the mid-tier, pose the bottleneck; and (2) the single network thread is enough to accept and dispatch the offered load. SDB outperforms SDP at high load as polling consumes CPU in fruitless poll loops. For example, at 10,000 QPS, the mid-tier microserver receives one query every 100 microseconds. In SDP, poll loops are often shorter than 100 microseconds. Hence, some poll loops that do not retrieve any requests are wasted work and may delay critical work scheduling, such as RPC response processing. Under SDB, the CPU time wasted in empty poll loops can instead be used to progress an ongoing request.

**SIP has lowest latency at low load.** While SDB sustains peak loads, it is latency-suboptimal at low loads. SIP offers 1.4× better low-load tail latency by avoiding up to two OS thread wakeups relative to alternative models: (1) network thread wakeups via interrupts on query arrivals, and (2) worker wakeups for RPC dispatch. Work hand-off among threads may cause OS-induced scheduling tails.

**SDP is best at intermediate loads.** SIP ceases being the best model when the offered load grows too large for one in-line thread to sustain. Adding more in-line polling threads causes contention in the OS and RPC reception code paths. Additional in-line blocking threads are less disruptive, but SIP never outperforms SDP. By switching to a dispatched model, a single network thread can still accept the incoming RPCs, avoiding contention and locality losses of running the gRPC [18] and network receive stacks across many cores. The workers add sufficient concurrency to sustain RPC and response processing. We further note that SDP tail latencies at intermediate loads are better than at low load, since there is better temporal locality and OS and networking performance tend to improve due to batching effects in the networking stack.

**OS and microarchitectural effects.** We report OS thread wakeup latency distributions for HDSearch synchronous models at 64 QPS in Fig. 9. Although some OS thread wakeups are fast (∼5 µs), blocking models frequently incur 32-64 µs range wakeups. This data also depicts the advantage of in-line over dispatched models with respect to low-load worker wakeup costs.

Fig. 10 shows the relative frequency of true sharing misses (HITM), context switches, and cache misses for threading models at high load (10K QPS). These results show why SIP fails to scale as load increases. SIP needs multiple threads to sustain loads ≥ 512 QPS. Multiple pollers contend pathologically on the network receive pro-

---

**Table:** Latencies at each load normalized to the best latency for HDSearch.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QPS</th>
<th>64</th>
<th>128</th>
<th>256</th>
<th>512</th>
<th>1024</th>
<th>2048</th>
<th>4096</th>
<th>8192</th>
<th>10K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SIB</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDB</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDP</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 8:** Graph: Latency vs. load trade-off for HDSearch synchronous models. Table: Latencies at each load normalized to the best latency for that load—No threading model is always the best.

**Figure 9:** HDSearch sync. thread wakes at 64 QPS: Block incurs more wakeups.

**Figure 10:** Relative frequency of sync. contention, context switches & cache misses at 10K QPS: SIP does worst.

---
cessing, incurring many sharing misses, context switches, and cache misses. SIB in-line threads contend less as they block, rather than poll. SDB and SDP exhibit similar contention. However, SDB outperforms SDP, since SDP incurs a mean ~ 10% higher wasted CPU utilization.

**Additional Tests.** (1) We measured *μTune* with null (empty) RPC handlers. Complete services incur higher tails than null RPCs as mid-tier and leaf computations add to tails. For null RPCs, SIP outperforms SDB by 1.57x at low loads. (2) We measured HDSearch on another hardware platform (Intel Xeon “Skylake” vs. “Haswell”). We notice similar trends as on our primary Haswell platform, with SIP outperforming SDB by 1.42x at low loads. (3) We note that the median latency follows a similar trend, but with lower absolute values (e.g., HDSearch’s SIP outperforms SDB by 1.26x at low load). We omit figures for these tests as they match the reported HDSearch trends. Threading performance gaps will be wider for faster services (e.g., 200K QPS Memcached [26]) as slightest OS/network overheads will become magnified [122].

### 7.1.3 Asynchronous models

We show results for *Set Algebra*’s asynchronous models in Fig. 11. As above, we omit figures for additional services as they match *Set Algebra* trends. Broadly, trends follow the synchronous models, but latencies are markedly lower. We note the following differences:

**Smaller thread pool sizes.** Significantly smaller (< 4 threads) thread pool sizes are sufficient at various loads, since asynchronous models capitalize on the available concurrency by quickly moving on to successive requests.

---

**Figure 11:** Graph: Latency vs. load for *Set Algebra* async. models. Table: Latencies at each load normalized to the best latency for that load—No threading model is always the best.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load (Queries Per Second)</th>
<th>64</th>
<th>128</th>
<th>256</th>
<th>512</th>
<th>1024</th>
<th>2048</th>
<th>4096</th>
<th>8192</th>
<th>20K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AIB</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>~</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>~</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADB</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>~</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADP</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>~</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 12:** Async. thread pools for best tails: Big pools contend.

**Figure 13:** Async. *Set Algebra*’s relative frequency of contention, context switches, & cache misses over best model at peak load: AIP performs worst.

Fig. 12 shows *Set Algebra*’s asynchronous thread pool sizes that achieve the best tails for each load level. We find four threads enough to sustain high loads. Larger thread pools deteriorate latency by contendng for network sockets or CPU resources. In contrast, SIB, SDB, and SDP need many threads (as many as 50) to exploit available concurrency.

**AIP scales much better than SIP.** AIP with just one in-line and response thread can tolerate much higher load (up to 4096 QPS) than SIP, since queuing delays engendered by both the front-end network socket and leaf node response sockets are avoided by the asynchronous design.

**ADP scales worse than SDP.** ADP with 4 worker and response threads copes worse than SDP at loads ≥ 8192 QPS even though it does not have a large thread pool contending for CPU (in contrast to SDP at high loads). This design fails to scale since response threads contend on the completion queue tied to leaf node response sockets.

**OS and microarchitectural effects.** Unlike SDP, ADP incurs more context switches, caches misses, and HITMs, due to response thread contention (Fig. 13).

### 7.2 Load adaptation

We next compare *μTune*’s load adaptation against state-of-the-art baselines [43, 76, 97] for various load patterns.

**7.2.1 Comparison to the state-of-the-art**

We compare *μTune*’s run-time performance to state-of-the-art adaptation techniques [43, 76, 97]. We find that...
µTune offers better tail latency than these approaches.

**Few-to-Many (FM) parallelism.** FM [76] uses offline profiling to vary parallelism during a query’s execution. The FM scheduler decides when to add parallelism for long-running queries and by how much, based on the dynamic load that is observed every 5 ms. In consultation with FM’s authors, we opt to treat a microservice as an FM query, to create a fair performance analogy between µTune and FM. In our FM setup, we mimic FM’s offline profiling by building an offline interval table that notes the software parallelism to add for varied loads in terms of thread pool sizes. We use the peak load-sustaining synchronous and asynchronous models (SDB and ADB). During run-time, we track the mid-tier’s loads every 5 ms and suitably vary SDB/ADB’s thread pool sizes. FM varies only pool sizes (vs. µTune also varying threading models), and we find that FM underperforms µTune.

**Integrating Polling and Interrupts (IPI).** Langendoen et al. [97] propose a user-level communication system that adapts between poll- and interrupt-driven request reception. The system initially uses interrupts. It starts to poll when all threads are blocked. It reverts to interrupts when a blocked thread becomes active. We study this system for synchronous modes only; as its authors note [97], it does not readily apply for asynchronous modes.

To implement this technique, we keep (1) a global count of all threads, and (2) a shared atomic count of blocked threads for the mid-tier. Before a thread becomes blocked (e.g., invokes a synchronous call), it increments the shared count and decrements it when it becomes active (i.e., synchronous call returns). After revising the shared count, a thread checks if the system’s active thread count exceeds the machine’s logical core count. If higher, the system blocks, otherwise, it shifts to polling. We find that µTune outperforms this technique, as it considers additional model dimensions (such as inline/dispatch), as well as dynamically scales thread pools based on load.

**Time window-Based Detection (TBD).** Abdelzaher et al. [43] periodically observe request arrival times in fixed observation windows to track request rate. In our setup, we replace µTune’s event-based detector with this time-based detector. We pick 5 ms time-windows (like FM) to track low loads and react quickly to load spikes.

We evaluate the tail latency exhibited by µTune across all services, and compare it to these state-of-the-art approaches [43, 76, 97] for both steady-state and transient loads. We examine µTune’s ability to pick a suitable threading model and size thread pools for time-varying load. We offer loads that differ from those used in training. We aim to study if µTune selects the best threading model, as compared to an offline exhaustive search.

### 7.2.2 Steady-state adaptation

Fig. 14 shows µTune’s ability in converging to the best threading model and thread pool size for steady-state loads. Our test steps up and down through the displayed load levels. We report the tail latency at each load averaged over five trials. The SIP1, SDP1-20, and SDB1-50 bars are optimal threading configurations for some loads. The nomenclature is the threading model followed by the pool sizes, in the form model-network-worker-response. The FM [76], Integrated Poll/Interrupt (IPI) [97], and Time-Based Detection (TBD) [43] bars are the tail latency of state-of-the-art systems. The red bars are µTune’s tail latency; bars are labelled with the configuration µTune chose.

In synchronous mode (Fig. 14 (top)), µTune first selects an SIP model with a single thread, until load grows to about 1K QPS, at which point it switches to SDP, and begins ramping up the worker thread pool size. At 8K QPS, it switches to SDB and continues growing the worker thread pool, until it reaches 50 threads, which is sufficient to meet the peak load the leaf microservice can sustain.

µTune boosts tail latency by up to 1.7× for HDSearch, 1.6× for Router, 1.4× for Set Algebra, and 1.5× for Recommend (at 20 QPS) over SDB—the static model that sustains peak loads. µTune boosts tail latency by a mean 1.3× over SDB across all loads and services. µTune also outperforms all state-of-the-art [43, 76, 97] techniques (except TBD) for at least one load level and never underperforms. µTune outperforms FM by up to 1.3× for HDSearch and Recommend, and 1.4× for Router and Set Algebra under low loads, as FM only varies SDB’s thread pool sizes and hence incurs high network poller and worker wakeups. µTune outperforms the IPI approach by up to 1.6× for HDSearch, 1.5× for Router and Recommend, and 1.4× for Set Algebra under low loads. At low load, IPI polls with many threads (to sustain peak load), succumbing to expensive contention. TBD does as well as µTune as the requests mishandled during the 5 ms monitor window fall in tails greater than the 99th percentile that we monitor for 30s for each load level.

In asynchronous mode (Fig. 14 (bottom)), µTune again initially selects an in-line poll model with small-sized pools, transitioning to ADP and then ADB as load grows. Four worker and response threads suffice for all loads. We show that µTune outperforms static threading choices and state-of-the-art techniques by up to 1.9× for at least one load level.

Across all loads, µTune selects threading models and thread pool sizes that perform within 5% of the best model as determined by offline search. µTune incurs less than 5% mean instruction overhead over the load-specific “best” threading model, as depicted in Fig. 15. Hence, we find our piece-wise linear model sufficient to make good threading decisions. Note that µTune always prefers a
single thread interacting with the front-end socket. This finding underscores the importance of maximizing locality and avoiding contention on the RPC receive path.

7.2.3 Load transients

Table 2 indicates \( \muTune \)'s response to load transients, where the columns are a series of varied-duration load levels. The rows are the 99th percentile tail latency for the models between which \( \muTune \) adapts in this scenario (SIP/AIP

![Figure 14: Synchronyous (top) & asynchronous (bottom) steady-state adaptation.](image-url)
and SDB/ADB), state-of-the-art [43, 76, 97] techniques, and \( \mu \text{Tune} \). The key step in this scenario is the 8K/13K QPS load level, which lasts only 1s. We pick spikes of 8K and 13K QPS for synchronous and asynchronous as these loads are SIP and AIP saturation levels, respectively.

We find that the in-line poll models accumulate a large backlog during the transient as they saturate, and thus perform poorly even during successive low loads. FM and TBD incur high transient tail latencies as they allow requests during the 5 ms load detection window to be handled by sub-optimal threading choices. FM saturates at 8K QPS for Recommend since the small SDB thread pool size opted by FM at 100 QPS causes unbounded queuing during the load monitoring window. IPI works only for synchronous and performs poorly at low loads as its fixed-size thread pool leads to polling contention. We show that \( \mu \text{Tune} \) detects the transient and transitions from SIP/AIP to SDB/ADB fast enough to avoid accumulating a backlog that affects tail latency. Once the flash crowd subsides, \( \mu \text{Tune} \) transitions back to SIP/AIP, avoiding the latency penalty SDB/ADB suffer at low load.

### 8 Discussion

We briefly discuss open questions and \( \mu \text{Tune} \) limitations.

**Offline training.** \( \mu \text{Tune} \) uses offline training to build a piece-wise linear model. This phase might be removed by analyzing dynamically OS and hardware signals, such as context switches, thread wakes, queue depths, cache misses, and lock contention, to switch threading models. Designing heuristics to switch optimally based on such run-time metrics remains an open question; our performance characterization can help guide their development.

**Thread pool sizing.** \( \mu \text{Tune} \) tunes thread pool sizes using a piece-wise linear model. \( \mu \text{Tune} \) differs from prior thread pool adaptation systems [76, 86, 93] in that it also tunes threading models. Some of these systems use more sophisticated tuning heuristics, but we did not observe opportunity for further improvement in our microservices.

**CPU cost of polling.** \( \mu \text{Tune} \) polls at low loads to avoid thread wakeups. Polling can be costly as it wastes CPU time in fruitless poll loops. However, as most operators over-provision CPU to sustain high loads [130], when load is low, spare CPU time is typically available [79].

\( \mu \text{Tune} \)’s asynchronous framework. Asynchronous RPC state must be maintained in thread-safe structures, which is challenging. More library/language support might simplify building asynchronous microservices with \( \mu \text{Tune} \). We leave such support to future work.

**Comparison with optimized systems that use kernel-bypass, multi-queue NICs, etc.** It may be interesting to study the implications of optimized systems [53, 87, 91, 103, 121, 122] that incorporate kernel-bypass, multi-queue NICs, etc., on threading models and \( \mu \text{Tune} \). Multi-queue NICs may improve polling scalability; multiple network pollers currently contend for the underlying gRPC [18] queues under \( \mu \text{Tune} \). OS-bypass may further increase the application threading model’s importance; for example, it may magnify the trade-off between in-line and dispatch RPC execution, as OS-bypass eliminates latency and thread hops in the OS TCP/IP stack, shifting the break-even point to favor in-line execution for longer RPCs. However, in this paper, we have limited our scope to study designs that can layer upon (unmodified) gRPC [18]; we defer studies that require extensive gRPC [18] changes (or an alternative reliable transport) to future work.
9 Related Work

We discuss several categories of related work.

Web server architectures. Web servers can have (a) thread-per-connection [119], (b) event-driven [120], (c) thread-per-request [84], or (d) thread-pool architectures [104]. Pai et al. [119] build thread-per-connection servers as multi-threaded processes. Knot [145] is a thread-per-connection non-blocking server. In contrast, \( \mu \text{Tune} \) is a thread-per-request thread-pool architecture that scales better for microservices [104]. The Single Process Event-Driven (SPED) [119] architecture operates on asynchronous ready sockets. In contrast, \( \mu \text{Tune} \) supports both synchronous and asynchronous I/O. The SYmmetric Multi-Process Event-Driven (SYMPED) [120] architecture runs many processes as SPED servers via context switches. The Staged Event-Driven Architecture (SEDA) [148] joins event-driven stages via queues. A stage’s thread pool is driven by a resource controller. Apart from considering synchronous and asynchronous I/O like prior works [69, 83, 84, 120, 146, 148], \( \mu \text{Tune} \) also studies a full microservice threading model taxonomy. gRPC-based systems such as Envoy [13] or Finagle [16] act as load balancers or use a single threading model.

Software techniques for tail latency: Prior works [84, 148] note that monolithic service software designs can significantly impact performance. But, microsecond-scale OS and network overheads that dominate in \( \mu \text{Tune} \)’s regime do not manifest in these slower services. Some works improve web server software via software pattern re-use [127, 128], caching file systems [84], or varying parallelism [76], all of which are orthogonal to the questions we investigate. Kapoor et al. [91] also note that OS and network overheads impact short-running cloud services, but, their kernel bypass solution may not apply for all contexts (e.g., a shared cloud infrastructure).

Parallelization to reduce latency: Several prior works [54, 61, 89, 94, 99, 104, 124, 135, 147] reduce tails via parallelization. Others [47, 70, 80, 112] improve medians by adaptively sharing resources. Prior works use prediction [86, 93], hardware parallelism [76], or data parallelism [73] to reduce monolithic services’ tail latency. Lee et al. [99] use offline analysis (like \( \mu \text{Tune} \)) to tune thread pools. We study microservice threading, and vary threading models altogether. But, we build on prior works’ thread pool sizing insights.

Hardware mechanisms for tail latency: Several other prior works improve leaf service tail latency via better co-location [102], voltage boosting [82, 92], or applying heterogeneity in multi-cores [77]. But, they do not study microservice tail latency effects engendered by software threading, OS, or network.

10 Conclusion

Prior works study monolithic OLDS, where microsecond-scale overheads are negligible. The rapid advent of faster I/O and low-latency microservices calls for analyzing threading effects for the microsecond regime. In this paper, we presented a structured threading model taxonomy for microservices. We identified different models’ performance effects under diverse load. We proposed \( \mu \text{Tune} \)—a novel framework that abstracts microservice threading from application code and automatically adapts to offered load. We show that selecting load-optimal threading models can improve tail latency by up to 1.9x.
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